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defiled,1 in front of the Hearth in your house, but avoid this."
Here we shall miss part of the point unless we remember that
the Hearth also is a goddess, and a virgin goddess, who refuses
wedlock and " likes not the works of Aphrodite " 2 ; though
in spite of the well-meant efforts of systematizing and
anthropomorphizing poets, who made her a daughter of
Kronos and Rhea and sister of Zeus and Hera and Demeter,3
she never became fully personal in men's minds. She has no
adventures, and there are no stories about her, presumably
because her name, Hestia, was too obviously intelligible.
She remains, like her Latin double, Vesta (cf. Hesperos,
Vesper, etc.), and like many of the gods of Rome, a vague
numen, a survival of the animist stage, simply the Holy
Hearth, a revered but only half personal Spirit of the Home.
Sinclair compares the reply of Gregory the Great to a
question of Augustine of Canterbury : "A man after sleeping
with his wife should not enter the Church without washing
with water ; and even then he ought not to enter at once." 4
In dealing with the Greeks, it is well to be thus plainly
reminded at the outset that even they, though remarkably
free from the widespread " sense of sin " attaching to sex,
were not wholly without such feelings.
The gods that Hesiod mentions in connection with the
farmer's year are Zeus (both because one may pray to Zeus
in almost any capacity, and because he controls the weather)
and especially Zeus of the Earth, the all-ruling god in his
" chthonian " capacity, to whose care is committed the sown
seed ; and with him Demeter the Mother-Goddess, whose
functions overlap with those of Zeus Chthonios and whose
especial care is the Corn, and Dionysos, god of the Vine,
a youthful forceful vegetation-deity of the Adonis type,
Thracian in origin though long since domiciled also in Greece.
One would like to know how Hesiod's peasant friends wor-
shipped these gods and how they thought of them ; but of
1	atSota yovf? TreTraAay/Wvoff, 733.
2	Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite, 21-32.	s Theogony, 453-4.
4 Bede, History, i, chap. 27.   For sex-taboos in Greek religion also, cf.
p. 55.

